
September 30, 1987

Kent Prendergast
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region V

1450 Maria Lane
Suite 210

. Walnut Creek, CA 94956

Dear Kent:

RANCHO SECO SCENARIO

Attached are the comments resulting from our review of the subject scenario.
The scenario provided was incomplete and did not provide the basis for a
complete review. Missing elements included plant data, in-plant chemistry and
radiological data and controller information to support the fire drill.
The comments are classified as follows:

Major Deficiencies - Those which may have a serious. negative impact on
the overall conduct of the exercise - e.g., prevent
an adequate demonstration of the licensee's Emer-
gency Response capability.

'inorDeficiencies - Those items which, individually, may degrade the
demonstration of certain parts of the licensee's
capability, but should not significantly detract
from the overall success of the exercise.

Other Deficiencies/guestions - Items such as minor deficiencies or incon-
sistencies in scenario data, or matters of clarity
which the licensee may wish to examine or explain
prior to the exercise.

If you have any questions concerning these comment , please contact me on
FTS (509) 375-3782, or G. A. Stoetzel on FTS (509) 375-2781.

Sincerely,

J. D. Jamison
Technical Leader
Emergency Preparedness Group
Health Phvsics Technology Section
HEALTH PHYSICS DEPARTMENT

G. A. Stoetzel
Senior Research Scientist
Emergency Preparedness Group
Health Physics Technology Section
HEALTH PHYSICS DEPARTMENT

JD.>/GAS:chb

cc: DB Matthews, w/enclosure
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SCENARIO REVIE>l

RANCXO SECO EMERGENCY PREPAREDOESS EXERCISE NOVEMBER 4 1997

Ma'or Deficiencies

1. The scenario was not complete. The following data was missing:

9 plant data
s58 in-plant chemistry data (e.q., post-accident sampling data) QO Pr

9 in-plant radiological data irradiation levels and airborne 0„~~concentrations in plant areas where exercise activities will be
conducted) ~,g ~~'VC SL+

C controller information to support the fire drill portion of the
exerci se.

Minor Deficiencies

1. Having PASS results injected by the control cell is extremely artificial
and does not exercise many parts of the emergency response organization.
The ability to take the sample, analyze it or even report the results are
not tested at all. The ability to assess the results (core damage) is
not demonstrated if the information is "injected" ir the form of % core
damaae. Also, is it even reasonable to have two PASS sample results 50
minutes apart?

Minor Deficiencies uestions

1. Scenario Timeline (p. 3) - The timeline indicates that the simulated
collection of a PASS sample will begin at 1145 with the results
available at 1200. This is not realistic as it will take from 1-3 hours,
dependent on the type of PASS system, to collect and analyze the sample.

2. Message 5 - Should the message be given to the control room at 0910 as
inIdicated on the message or 0810?

3. Messages 8C and 9 - What is the purpose of contingency message 8C? 'Ron't
message 9 given 2 minutes later direct the players to look for bombs in
the diesels?

4. Message 31 - Vhat is the purpose of this message? kIill the use of
. offsite field teams be simulated during the exercise? ~~ ~> ~ ll

5. Message 51 - This message indicates that Alert alarms on R15049-50 occur
at 1000 while the scenario timeline shows this occurring at 1120. Mhich
is correct?

6. Process and Area Radiological Monitor Data:

The scenario timeline indicates an Alert alarm for R15045 at 0910,
however, this alarm is not noted in radiological monitor data.

8 The PASS liquid line monitor (R15713) remains at background levels
through the exercise. Elevated readings should be expected for this
monitor since the scenario calls for simulated PASS samples to be
collected.
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